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Access Virus KB
The virus is now even more virulent. Christopher Holder gets the bug.

T

he Access Virus was a real revelation when it busted
onto the scene a few years ago. A company really
only known for making tactile controllers to
program the likes of the Oberheim Matrix 1000, no one
saw the Virus coming, and its proliferation worldwide
could poetically be called an epidemic. The code has
been made available as a TDM plug-in and the hardware
version has undergone a series of software updates.
These updates have been considerably more than bug
fixes, there’s been key features added in the operation
and effects aspects of the synth – the most notable is a

vocoder would be buried deep inside some FX submenu
– after all I’ve got access to a couple of vocoders in my
studio as it is – somewhere inside my Boss SE70 and
somewhere inside my Korg Wavestation – and I can
rarely be bothered to use either of them. I was pleasantly surprised to discover that the Virus does something a
little more clever. When you engage the vocoder it commandeers the controls of the VCF section, all there’s to
do in software is nominate the source of the carrier and
the modulator signals. Meanwhile via hardware control
you can adjust the band quality (one to 32 bands used

sophisticated 32-band vocoder.
It was great to get my hands back on the Virus for a
few weeks. The original Virus has been given a hardware
upgrade to the Virus B (or KB if you’ve got a new
keyboard version). I was particularly pleased to be
passed the keyboard for this review. It’s a very desirable
piece of kit. For starters it’s built like a Panzer tank (this
is a German company after all), weighing in at over 15kg
with a chunky steel shell. The wooden end cheeks give
the Virus a pleasantly retro feel, and all the pots and
buttons look built to last. I’d have no qualms in packing
this baby off for a road trip, it looks nigh bullet proof.
The Virus from first glance looks like child’s play to
operate and program. It’s fundamentally a three oscillator
synth with a low frequency oscillator to add low end
body, there’s two assignable LFOs for modulation (with a
versatile and extensive modulation matrix), VCF section
with two filters, and a VCA section. Simple enough, but
there’s a good deal of sophistication in a amongst a tried
and true formula.
What’s more important here is the new features, and
for my money, the headliner is the vocoder. When I read
about this feature I remained circumspect in my expectations. I thought that being added in software, the

by the vocoder); various band pass filter parameters that
can be applied to the carrier and modulator (adjust cutoff, Q factor, and the spread of the bell curve); attack
and decay of the vocoder’s envelope follower; and more.
In all, you have a intuitive hands-on approach to
tailoring the sound you’re after, just like a dedicated
hardware vocoder. I was able to obtain some very
pleasing results. The Virus allows you to set up the
vocoder in a variety of ways making the internal voice
as the carrier or an external input as the carrier, or
indeed, you can nominate two external sources as the
carrier and modulator and use the Virus as a standalone
vocoder. I’d hazard a guess that the bulk of use will
come from routing a vocal source to the Virus which
would modulate an on-board synth patch. I have to
admit that this was one of the first things I did: grab a
mic, patch a send from my console to the external input
of the Virus, call up a suitable preset and talk trash.
Using the OscHold function you can hit a note or chord
on the keyboard talk away and tweak the controls until
get an appropriate outcome. Certain presets are more
conducive to vocoding than others but regardless of
your choices you’ll always come up with something
interesting. Being able to route the results to the effects

section and the LFO section allows you to modulate the
Q factor of the band pass filter as well as the cut-off frequencies. There’s considerable scope on offer.
There’s a few things that might have been useful. New
Virus B models would have benefited from having the
VCF controls being labelled in some way to signify their
dual purpose in vocoder mode – you don’t necessarily
want to tweak a pot just so you can read on the LCD
what parameter you’re adjusting. Also it would be useful
to have a separate mic input, preferably on an XLR connection, with an internal preamp. If the Virus’ vocoder is

Some of Virus B v3.0’s new features
24 voices.
82 simultaneous effects: five individual effects in 16 Multiparts, 32-band
vocoder, stereo delay.
Retro Phaser: 6-stage stereo phaser with 24 filter poles.
Distortion: with different distortion types like saturation, bit reduction and
sampling rate infinitely variable.
Analogue Boost: creates the typical bass boost found in analogue synths.
Chorus/Flanger: fully stereo, available for all 16 Multiparts.
Ring Modulator: ring modulates the Virus with an external audio signal.
FM of the oscillators with external input signals or noise.
Futhermore, the upcoming v4.0 update promises reverb, arpeggiator
patterns, groove delay, and an intelligent random patch generator among
other things.

going to be used in a live context this would save considerable hassle. Also one caveat: be aware that software
vocoders are notoriously DSP hungry and this one is no
different. You’ll find that your polyphony can be as much
as halved depending on the vocoder’s band quality. Also,
as you’d expect, you can only use the vocoder once, i.e.
you can’t slap a vocoder on all 16 parts in Multi mode.
The Virus is a proven success. It’s a true heavyweight
when it comes to analogue emulations and the user
interface is fool proof. I’m impressed by Access as a
company. They seem to be on the ball with their
frequent, innovative (and free) software updates, just take
a look in the ‘New Features’ box if you need convincing.
Whether you go for the Virus in preference to competition from Clavia, Novation, Korg et al, is inevitably down
to taste, but the Virus B’s vocoder and other new DSP
features will certainly serve to sway many of those who
remain uncertain.
AT
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The K2600 Series. Unrivaled Production Power from Kurzweil

The new K2600 series has a feature list longer then any other synthesiser on the market today. From live performance right through to professional recording, synthesis, sampling and sequencing, the K2600 can cater to any of
your most demanding needs.
Heres a list of some of the main features you will need* 76 or 88-note weighted action keyboard
* Highly readable 60 x 240 backlit LCD display
* Up to 128MB of sample memory using inexpensive 72-pin SIMMs
* Comes with 12 MB of onboard ROM sounds, expandable to 44 MB
* 438 preset programs (238 in ROM and 200 more loaded into RAM, with back up for
RAM programs on disk) total of 1000 programs in memory.
* Flash ROM (for software updates via floppy disk and SCSI).
* V.A.S.T. variable architecture synthesis with 60 DSP functions
* Live Mode allows real time VAST and KDFX processing of an external signal
* Sampling Option with analog and digital I/O and sample-while-play
* KB3 Mode adds an incredible tone wheel organ emulation
* Full MIDI controller capabilities: Includes 8 sliders, 2 ribbon controllers, 2 button
switches, 4 switch pedal jacks, 2 continuous controller jacks, breath controller jack,
mod wheel (without spring), pitch bend wheel (with spring), and aftertouch – all
assignable to any MIDI controller number.
* Extensive sample processing capabilities

* 32-track sequencer
* Advanced File Management System (AFMS)
* Dual SCSI ports
* Powerful KDFX digital reverb and effects
* DMTi Digital Multi Track interface option for data format and sample rate conversion
(interfaces with Alesis ADAT and Tascam DA-88)
* Comes with Triple Modular Processing & 126 sound-shaping algorithms for aston
ishing per voice processing.
* Beat the obsolescence blues – Kurzweil has the industrys best record for upgradability and product longevity. No other company compares

Retail prices start
at $6495
K2600 Rack
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